ASPR TRACIE FACT SHEET

WHO SPONSORS ASPR TRACIE?
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR).

WHAT IS ASPR TRACIE?
A healthcare emergency preparedness information gateway that ensures that all stakeholders—at various government levels; in nongovernmental organizations; and in the private sector—have access to information and resources to improve preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation efforts. Each domain (TR, AC, and IE) provides users with unique support.

WHY ASPR TRACIE?
We fill gaps in healthcare system preparedness capabilities by sharing information and promising practices during planning efforts. During a disaster, we leverage resources to better support affected stakeholders and serve as a force multiplier, improving information sharing and minimizing duplication of effort.

GET INVOLVED!
- Register for the ASPR TRACIE Listserv and Information Exchange.
- Apply to serve in the ASPR TRACIE SME Cadre.
- Send us plans, tools, templates, and other resources to be considered for inclusion in the Resource Library and/or Topic Collections.
- Give us your feedback via the feedback survey (at the bottom of every page on the website) or contact us with your feedback.

UNIQUE FEATURES

COLLABORATIVE DEVELOPMENT
- Integrated feedback from a variety of partners and stakeholders
- Continuously conduct outreach to gather input and resources

TOPIC COLLECTIONS
- Highlight key resources under specific health and medical preparedness topics
- Are reviewed by SMEs
- Include peer-reviewed and other materials (e.g., tools and templates)

SME CADRE
- Includes hundreds of professionals in various fields with a proven reputation and timely access to best/promising practices
- Identifies and remedies knowledge gaps and provides rapid input on TA requests

ASSISTANCE CENTER
- Provides users three ways to request TA
- Connects users with TA specialists who have knowledge in public health and healthcare preparedness
- Includes a summary of TA requests

INFORMATION EXCHANGE
- Promotes multidisciplinary discussions, collaboration, and information sharing
- Is password-protected site
- Provides discussion boards and private rooms

USER DASHBOARD
- Provides tailored experience.
- Allows users to edit profiles, manage subscriptions, and rank and save resources

ASPR TRACIE PRODUCTS
- Published 14 issues of The Exchange.
- Developed a variety of resources in calendar years 2020 and 2021; check out all ASPR -TRACIE developed resources.
- Continue to tailor communications for users based on preferences; provide advanced search capabilities in the Resource Library; and developed a dedicated site for new users to help navigate through ASPR TRACIE.

ASPR TRACIE functions and attributes are refined and added on a continual basis and in response to user needs and feedback.
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